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Abstract 
The problem of optimal fixed lag smoothing of a diffusion process, x, is to estimate x~_~ for 
1 > z, given the output of a nonlinear noisy sensor up to time t. The nonlinear 
filtering-smoothing problem is to estimate both x, and x,_~. The optimal estimators are the 
conditional expectations of the processes, given the measurements. We derive evolution equa- 
tions for both the normalized and unnormalized versions of the joint probability density 
function of x, and x,_~, given the noisy measurements. The former is an equation of Kushner’s 
type and the latter is of Zakai’s type. 
Keywords: Filtering; Smoothing; Kushner and Zakai equations 
1. Introduction 
The nonlinear filtering-smoothing (filtering and fixed lag smoothing) problem is to 
estimate a random signal, x,, at time t and at an earlier time, t - z, given its 
measurements in a nonlinear noisy channel, denoted y,, up to time t. Denoting by 
Yk the measurements of y, for s in the time interval [0, t], the nonlinear filtering and 
fixed lag smoothing problem is equivalent to the calculation of the joint conditional 
probability distribution function, Pr(x, 6 U, x~-~ < v 1 Yh), for t > z and all U, v E R. 
This, in turn, is equivalent to the simultaneous solution of three problems: filtering, 
fixed point smoothing, and fixed interval smoothing. The conditional marginals, the 
filtering PDF, Pr(x, < u 1 Yb), and the fixed lag smoothing PDF, Pr(xt_, < v 1 Yk), 
have been studied 
Kallianpur (1980). 
in different settings in Lipster and Shiryayev (1977, 1978) and 
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Here, we consider a simple model of a signal x, and a measurements process 
y, which are defined by the It8 differential equations with respect to independent 
Wiener processes w, and v,, 
dx, = m(x,)dt + CJ dw,, dy, = h(x,)dt + p dv,. (1.1) 
It is assumed that the initial values x,, and y, are independent random variables. The 
filtering problem for the model (1.1) is well known and has been extensively studied 
(see, e.g Lipster and Shiryayev (1977, 1978), Kallianpur (1980) and Zakai (1969), and 
references therein). The smoothing problem has been studied by Anderson and 
Rhodes (1982), Frost and Kailath (1971) Leondes et al. (1970) Pardoux (1980) 
and Steinberg et al. (1994). The joint filtering-fixed point smoothing pdf has been 
studied earlier. The fixed lag smoothing problem has been studied for the linear case 
(see Anderson and Moor (1979) Kailath and Frost (1968) and Meditch (1967)). An 
attempt at solving the nonlinear fixed lag problem for the model (1.1) was made in 
Steinberg (1990) where a heuristic derivation of a smoothing equation was proposed. 
The main result of this paper is a derivation of evolution equations for the 
normalized and unnormalized conditional joint probability density functions of the 
nonlinear filtering and fixed lag smoothing problems. The former, Eq. (1.8), is 
a stochastic integro-partial-differential equation of Kushner type and the latter, 
Eq. (2.3), is a linear stochastic partial differential equation of Zakai type. The fixed lag 
smoothing pdf is obtained as a marginal of the joint pdf. It satisfies the backward 
stochastic partial differential equation (2.1). Eqs. (1.8) and (2.3) are of forward-back- 
ward type, they are forward in one variable and backward in the other. 
To illustrate the nature of our results and the method of proof, consider the 
simplified problem of 
h(x) = 0. (1.2) 
The independence of x0, y. and of the Wiener processes w,, v, implies that the joint 
conditional PDF, Pr(x, < U, x~_~ d u 1 Yk), coincides almost surely with the joint 
(unconditional) PDF, Pr(x, d U, x~_~ d a), of the Markovian diffusion process x, at 
times t and t - t. We assume that the initial density that determines the joint PDF, 
pa(u), exists. It also determines the transition pdf 
PY,& I u) = 
dPr(x, 6 u 1 x, = 0) 
au 
) t>s. 
It is well known that the transition pdf p&(u 1 u) and the pdf 
P%) = s P;;O(U I u)po(u)du R 
satisfy the Fokker-Planck (forward Kolmogorov) equations 
(1.3) 
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and the backward Kolmogorov equation 
GW~ I u) - 
at = =ePf,& I u), 
where _.%‘A and Zi”,” are the forward and backward operators, respectively, 2. acts on 
u while _Y’t acts on V. That is, 
(1.4) 
Due to Bayes’ formula, the joint pdf, p&(u, a), of the PDF Pr(x, < U, x, < a), t > s 
exists, is given by p&(u, u) = &(u 1 u)pz(u), and is differentiable in t and s. Further- 
more, due to the “fixed lag” differentiation rule 
a~~,r-r(U, 4 = 
at ( addu 1 U)PS"(U) + apdu i 4~x4 at as 1 ’ S=t--T 
for t > z, this pdf is a solution of the partial differential equation 
; P;),r-$4 0) = 2’ o uPt,t-r(% u) - =Cy-rP&r(% u), f > 7 (1.5) 
with the initial value P~,~(u, u), $F’: acts on the variable u and the operator L?,‘:~_, acts 
on u. The latter is defined by 
~~,_,{ .} = _!$ { .} 
[ 
m(u) _ (9 a log ;y= 
1 
+ggJ2{.}. 
In the general case, when 
h(x) f 0, 
we show that the conditional density, 
Pt,t-r(% 0) = 




exists almost surely. It is a solution of the following Kushner-type stochastic partial 
differential It6 equation (see Theorem 2.2), 
drpt.t-r(u, 0) = C&~t,t-r(u, 0) - &,t--rpt,f-,(u, ~11 dt 
+ $ P(u) - dh)lPt.t-Au, 0) dv, (1.8) 
with the initial value P~,~(u, u). The process V; is defined by 
s f ct = Yt - Yo - dh) ds 0 (1.9) 
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and is an “innovation” Wiener process with diffusion parameter p2. The conditional 
expectation rc,(h) is defined by 
71,(h) = EC@,) I Y;l. 
The “drift” term in the stochastic Eq. (1.8) for P~,~_~(u, v), 
has structure similar to that in the deterministic Eq. (1.5) for &Ju, u), but with an 
operator dpg,t_r rather than -I;pg:r_,. The former is obtained from the latter by 
replacing p:_,(u) by an unnormalized filtering density, qtmr(u), of the process xt given 
the observations Yh. The unnormalized density q1_E(u) is a solution of the Zakai-type 
stochastic partial differential equation (see Zakai (1969)) 
d,q(& u) = &q(t, u) dr + -$ Q)q(r, u) dy, 
with the initial condition q(0, u) = pa(u). 
(1.10) 
The method of deriving Eq. (1.8) is essentially different from the simple “fixed lag” 
differentiation rule. Nevertheless, it is obtained from an It&type version of the “fixed 
lag” differentiation rule (see Section 6). 
Rather than studying the conditional density P~,~_~(u, u), we found it more conve- 
nient to study the family of conditional expectations 
n,,,-,(f, 9) = ECf(xt)s(xt-J I Ydl, (1.11) 
for example, for compactly supported twice continuously differentiable functionsf(u), 
g(u). More specifically, the operators 2: and its adjoint, L?:, are defined as 
a ~~,s{~} =- 
al.4 [ 
m(u)- o’$xo’dw+~: +;~r~2{~,1, 
LF& { .} = - 
[ 
m(u) - C?;logo’q(s,u) 1 -$.I +$$.:. 
With this notation, we show (Theorems 3.1 and 4.1) that for fixed s and t 
dtn,,Af, 9) = ~sW,“f; 9) dt + $ C~&f, 9) - ~,s(f; sh@)l dv,> 
while for fixed t > 0 and s < t 
- dsnr,s(J; 9) = n,,,(f; &,sdds. 
The It&type “fixed lag” differentiation rule implies (see Theorem 5.1) that 
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so that (see Section 6, proof of Theorem 2.1) 
dtxn,,,-,(f, 9) = C~~,~-G% 9) - n,,,-,(f, =%-rdldt 
(1.15) 
hence Eq. (1,8) is a simple corollary of Eq. (1.15) (see Section 6). 
The properties of q(t, u) play an important role in the proof of Eq. (1.14). Their 
investigation, based on Rozovskii’s method (1990), is given in the Appendix. 
2. Main results 
Throughout the paper the following conditions are assumed: 
l (A.l) g2 > 0 and p2 > 0. 
l (A.2) The functions m(x) and h(x) are three and four times continuously differenti- 
able, respectively, and are bounded with all their derivatives. 
l (A.3) The initial values are y, = 0 and x0, which is a random variable with 
Exi < co, its distribution has a density pO(u) with respect to the Lebesgue measure on 
the line, du, and this density is a three times continuously differentiable function. 
Furthermore, there exist a constant e and an integer m such that for i = 1,2,3 
1 I $ PO(U) d [(l + lul”)p&). 
l (A.4) Unless otherwise specified,f(u) and g(v) are twice continuously differentiable 
bounded functions whose derivativesf’(u),f”(u) and g’(u), g”(u) are bounded. 
Now, we are in a position to formulate the main results. 
Theorem 2.1. Under the assumptions (A.l)-(A.4), the conditional expectation z,, f_-r (fg) 
satisjies Eq. (1.15) for t > z. 
Theorem 2.2. Under the assumptions (A.l)-(A.3), the PDF Pr(x, d u, x~_~ d v 1 Yk) has 
a pdfpt,t_,(u, v) with respect to du dv, a.s., which is a solution of the It8 stochastic partial 






the fixed lag smoothing pdf and setting zljt-,(h I v) = E[h(x,) 1 Y&, xtmr = v], we have 
Corollary. The jixed lag smoothing pdf, cP~,~_Jv) satisfies the It6 stochastic partial 
diferential equation 
Qt,t-t(o) = - =%,,-,cpt,t-z(Wt +-j C n,,t-r(hIu) - nt@)lcpt,t-&)dG> t > 7 
(2.1) 
with the initial value c+Q,(u). 
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Remark 1. The dependence of the operators P’.‘,,_, and _YD”,,_, on q(t, u) (see Eq. 
(1.10)) requires the simultaneous solution of both equations (1.8) and (1.10). 
Remarks 2. Setting 
(2.2) 
it follows from Eq. (1.8) that the unnormalized filtering-smoothing density 
qt,t_,(u, u) = ~~,~_~(u, u)z, satisfies the Zakai-type equation 
d,qt,t-,(u, u) = lS%r,r-rb, u) - =%,t-a,t-,(u, 011 dt + -$ h(uh,t-,(u, u)dyt 
(2.3) 
with the initial condition qr,o(u, u) = pr,Ju, u). 
3. Forward filtering-smoothing equation 
In this section, we derive forward evalution equations (in the “forward” time t) for 
the conditional expectations n&f, g) and for 
Q(9 I u) = J%?(x,) I G, xt = ul 
for t > s. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf g(u) is a bounded measurable function and f(u) satisfies (A.4), the 
process (X*,,(f, g))t a s satisjes Eq. (1.13). 
Theorem 3.2. Under the assumption (A.4), on each finite time interval [s, T], the 
function nSIt(g 1 u) is almost surely the unique solution of the partial difirential equation 
(3.1) 
with the initial condition nSIS(g I u) = g(u). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is similar to that of Lipster and Shiryayev (1977, Theorem 
8.1). By ItB’s formula df(x,) = _Yff(~)l~=~, dt + af’(x,)dw, and, due to 
f(xMx,) =f(xMxJ + 
s 




Eq. (1.13) is obtained by the same argument used in Lipster and Shiryayev (1977, 
Theorem 8.1) for the case g(u) = 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Following the method of proving Theorem 8.7 in Lipster and 
Shiryayev (1977) one can show that for t > s the filtering-smoothing density P&U, u) 
exists and is defined by 
where 
Pt,s(U I r) = 
d Pr(x, d u 1 YA, x, = O) d Pr(x, < u 1 Y&) 
du and P,,,(V) = dv 
are the filtering and smoothing densities, respectively. Also note that the filtering 
density 
p(t, u) = 
d Pr(x, < u) Yk) 
du 
exists, Under the above assumptions p(t, u) is a solution of the Kushner type equation 
(see e.g. Lipster and Shiryayev (1977, Theorem 8.7)) 
d,p@, u) = =%&u) dt + $ P(u) - dh)lp(t, u)dv,, t>o, UER (3.3) 
and is therefore a.s. a positive function. For any bounded continuous function q(v) 
such that JR 1 q(v) 1 du < co the function 
P,,,(u) = 
s 
q(u)p& I 0) dv 
R 
satisfies the same Eq. (3.3) for t > s with the initial condition P,,,(u) = q(u). Finally, 
using Theorem 8.4 of Lipster and Shiryayev (1979), one can verify that for fixed v the 
density p,,,(u) is a continuous function of t for all t > s almost surely. 
Now set 
K,,(g; u) = s s(uh,s(u> v)du R 
and note the following properties of &(g; u): 
(1) KsU; u) = I44 u). 
(2) liq, l/,&i u) = g(uMs, ~1. 
(3) Almost surely 
u) Ksk 
Pk u) = %,tk? Iu). 
(4) 
f 
f(u)I/,,(g; u)du = ~(1; 9). 
R 
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Property (1) is trivial; (2) follows from (3.2), the continuity of p,,*(u) in t, and from the 
properties of the convolution of p+(u 1 u) with p&u); (3) follows from Bayes’ formula 
for the density 
Ps,t(U I u) = 
8 Pr{x, 6 VI Y&,x = a} 
au 
(4) holds by the definition of rcJu, 0). 
Using Eq. (1.13), property (4), integrating by parts and so on, it can be shown that 
for t > s 
4 l/,,,k ~1 = ~:l/,,s(g; u) dt + $ [h(u) - dh)l T/&; u) dv, (3.4) 
with the initial condition V&g; u) = g(u)p(s, u), that is, l/,,,(g; u) is defined by the 
same Eq. (3.3) with the initial value p(s, u) replaced by g(u)p(s, u). 
Now, using Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) property (3), and applying Ito’s formula to 
V;,,(g; u)/p(t, u), we proceed to calculate the It6 differential dt7cSlt(g )u). First, by Ito’s 
formula we find that 
cG&J=(- p’(t,u) + , > =EPk u) ‘“‘;J-$y’ dt _ P(u) - %(h)l dv P2P@, u) t’ (3.5) 
Next, from Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) it follows by It8’s formula that 
and so, by the definition of the operator 2: (see Eq. (1.4)) it follows that 
1 
=- 
Pk u) i 
+ al 
- & CeJh(s I U)P(C 41 + $ [ qt(g I u); P(4 u) 1 
Iu&fwPw)1 -~,,,(,,.,~[~P,t,~)]} 
i aozp(t, g a 
= - m(u) f q&l I u) + ~ 
dt, 4 au z qt(s I u) + ; $ ns,t(g I u). 
(3.6) 
It is well known (see Zakai (1969)) that p(t, u) = q(t, u)/z,, where q(t, u) is an 
unnormalized filtering density, defined by Eq. (1.10) and z, is defined in Eq. (2.2). 
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Therefore, 
& log 02p(t, u) = ; log o%j(t, u) 
so that according to the definition of the operator S!&( see Eq. (1.12)) the right-hand 
side of Eq. (3.6) equals Ti,,n,,,(g ( u). 
Thus, rt,,,(g 1 u) is a solution of Eq. (3.1) with the initial condition rc,,,(g ( u) = g(u) 
(the latter follows from properties (2) and (3) of I/,,,(g; u)). 
Eq. (3.1) has a unique solution. Indeed, setting 
m(t, u) = m(u) - fTz ; log a2q(t, u), 
we arrive at the following form for the partial differential Eq. (3.1) 
auk u) fJ2 a2U(t, u) duct, 4 
at 7 au2 m(t, u) ___ au 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
with the initial condition U(s, u) = g(u). By virtue of Theorem A.l, (see Appendix) the 
processes 
2 log f?q(t, u) 
f 2?, R ad ) i=l,2 
are bounded by some almost surely finite random variable which depends only on T. 
Thereby, under the postulated assumptions, the function m(t, u) is almost surely 
uniformly bounded and uniformly Lipschitz continuous in u on any time interval 
[s, T]. Consequently, the uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (3.1) follows from Fried- 
man (1964) and Ladyzhenskaya et al. (1967). 
4. Backward filtering-smoothing equation 
The aim of this section is to prove 
Theorem 4.1. Zf f(u) and g(v) satkfy assumption (A.4), then for any jixed t > 0 and 
s < t. 
(4.1) 
Proof. It is more convenient to verify Eq. (4.1) for compactly supported functions 
f(u) and g(v) and then, for functions satisfying (A.4). We get Eq. (4.1) by 
approximatingf(u) and g(u) by sequences of compactly supported functionsJ,(u) and 
g,,(u), n B 1. Therefore, only compactly supported functions f(u) and g(v) need be 
considered. 
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Let rc+(g ( u) and pslt(u ( u) be the conditional expectation and the pdf, respectively, 
introduced in Section 3. First, we show that for any r E (s, t) almost surely 
%&I I u) = qr(s I Z)P& I u) dz. (4.2) 
In fact, using the conditional expectation property 
and the Markovian property 
ECg(x,)I Y6, x,, x,1 = ECdxJ I G, x,1 a.s., 
we get 
qt(9 I4 = s ns,r(g I Z)P& I x,)dz R 
which implies Eq. (4.2), because xt takes all values u, its conditional pdf, p(t, u), being 
an almost surely positive function. 
Next, assume that the adjoint partial differential equation to Eq. (3.1), 
(4.3) 
with the initial condition U(t, u) a.s., has a unique solution. Then, by virtue of Eq. (4.2), 
the convolution 
with any bounded and continuous function q(u) such that 
is a solution of Eq. (4.3) with the initial condition U(t, u) = q(u). Applying this result to 
the convolution 
i’-t,s(u) = s f(u)p@, u)P,,,(u I u) du, w 
taking into account that 
nt,s(f, 9) = s s(u)Tt,s(u) du, R 
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and integrating by parts, we obtain 
= u)ps,t(v I u)du du 
= ss w Rf(UW’i’.ss(u)~t..@~ v)du do. 
Hence Eq. (4.1) holds, provided that Eq. (4.3) has a unique solution. Now, from the 
definition of the operator 2’;pvf,s, Eq. (4.3) is equivalent to the partial differential 
equation 
aU(s, v) a2 PU(s, 0) au(s, 0) -___ 
ds = YY au2 + m(s, v)- au + c(s, u)U(s, v), (4.4) 
where m(s,u) is defined in Eq. (3.7) and 
c(s, v) = m’(v) - a2 2 log a2q(s, v). 
As mentioned in Section 3, the function m(s, v) is almost surely uniformly bounded 
and Lipschitz continuous in U. Similarly, the function c(s, u) is also almost surely 
uniformly bounded and uniformly Lipschitz continuous, because (see Theorem A. 1) 
5 log a2q(s, u) < cc 
.ZZR au3 
a.s. 
It follows from Friedman (1964) and Ladyzhenskaya et al. (1967) that Eq. (4.4) has 
a unique solution. 
5. An It6 fixed lag differentiation rule 
Let F = (Yt)t > ,, be a fixed filtration satisfying the usual conditions (Lipster and 
Shiryayev, 1989) and assume that the family of random processes (X,,,), b _ s 3 0 
satisfies the following assumptions: 
1. For each fixed t the random variables X,,, are Pt-measurable and X,,, has the ItB 
differential with respect to a Wiener process wt adapted to F 
d,X,,, = a(& s)dt + /3(t, s)dw,; (5.1) 
2. For each fixed t > 0 the process X,,, is absolutely continuous with respect to ds 
with the differential 
- d,X,,, = r(r, s)ds, (5.2) 
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where for each t, the functions a(t, s), P(t, s), and y(t, s) are ~z-measurable and 
s 
f 
CM-, s)l + Iv(r, s)l + fl’(r, s)] ds < co a.s. (5.3) 
s 
For positive t, consider the random process {Xt,t-r}tz,r. It is natural to expect the 
process {X,,,-,>, a T to have an It8 differential in t for t > 2, given by 
d,X,,,-, = [Id,X,,, + 4X,,sls=z 
= [cc@, t - z) - y(t, t - z)] dt -t b(t, t - z)] dw,. (5.4) 
For fixed t > 7, we introduce a sequence s = t; < t; < . . < t: = t, n > no, where 
no is chosen such that for any j we have ty-, 2 tj” - z, we get 
X(t, t - 7) - X(s, .s - 7) = i: [X(tS, ty - 7) - X(tj”_ 1, tJ_ 1 - z)] 
j= 1 
= j$l cxtt,“, tj” - 7) - X(tSml, ti” - z)] 
+ i Cx(ty-I, t; - 7) -x(ql, q-1 - 7)] 
j= 1 
= j$l I:_, dr, t;- 1 - 7) dr + i s’: P(r, ty- 1 - z)dw, 
j= 1 ‘ymI 
We note that 
n t;-r 





y(typl, r)dr = y(tS_ 1, r - 7) dr, 
t;. , -I n f,. I 
hence 
Theorem 5.1. Iffor any t > 7 
s 
*cl ( CI s, s - 7)l + Jy(s, s - 7)l + p2(s,s - z)] ds < co, U.S. 
T 
and 
(Pr) lim i 
n-cfJj,l s 
” la(r, r - 7) - a(r, t;_ 1 - 7)) dr = 0 
1;. I
(Pr) lim 2 
s 
t’ lP(r, r - 7) - b(r, tj”_ 1 - 7) I2 dr = 0 
P+rnj=l 'Y-1 
(Pr) lim i 
s 
” IY(r, r - 7) - y(t;_ l,r - 7) ( dr = 0 
n-tcu j=* '7-I 
(5.6) 
then the It6 “jixed lag differentiation rule”, Eq. (5.4), holds. 
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Proof. Convergence in probability of the sum 
i: j’: P(r, tj”el - 7) dw, - i I” /3(r, r - z)dw, + 0 
j=i c-1 j=l ry-1 
as n --+ cc suffices to prove the theorem. But this convergence is a consequence of 
(Pr) lim i 
I” 
’ Ip(r, r - z) - j?(r, $_l - z)j2dr = 0 
n~m j=1 
s 1;-1 
and Lipster and Shiryayev (1989, Problem 1.9.2). 
6. Proofs of main results 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The representation Eq. (1.15) for z,, f _ Jf, g) is a consequence of 
Theorem 3.1 and 4.1 and of the It8 fixed lag differentiation rule (Theorem 5.1). 
Therefore only the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 have to be verified. In the case at hand 
(6.1) 
From the assumptions and from Theorem A.1 (see Appendix), a(r, Y - z), fi(r, r - z) 
and y(r, r - 7) are uniformly bounded by some finite random variables (depending 
only on t - 7) on any interval [T, t]. Hence, the first assumption of Theorem 5.1 is 
satisfied. 
Next, we verify the second group of assumptions of Theorem 5.1. Note that under 
the assumption (A.2) 
Ejcc(r, r - 7) - cI(r, tj”_ 1 - 7)l G El =%f(4l.=x.l Is(xr-7) - &_,)I 
< const. Elx,-, - x,;_,-,)I (6.2) 
and 
E I B(r, r - 4 - B(r, tJ?- I - r)12 d $ E I T,,-,(U g) - nr,t;-,-r(kt s)l’ 
+ 5 E~,2(~)l~r,,-,(f, 9) - ~,t;.l-r(f, s)l’ 
< const. Elx,_, - x~~_,-~(~. (6.3) 
To get the same kind of upper bound for lv( r, r - 7) - y(t;_ l, r - z)l, we show that 
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El E(f(xJ%‘,-rg(x,-r) I YL) - Wb4~~r-,d~~-z)I Y:-Y’ 
d const. (r - t;_ 1). (6.5) 
By the definition of the operator JZi,, (see Eq. (1.12)) and by assumption (A-2) 
(_!Z~,V_~g(xt_,)( d const. 1 + 
[ 
~,_:uf~~~1~logy(r.,o)l](=C(r-r)), 
where EC2(t) < cc (Theorem A.l). This implies the validity of inequality (6.4). To 
obtain estimate (6.3, note that E(f(xp)2’~,,_,g(x,_r) 1 Yc)ls a ,, is a square integrable 
martingale with respect to the filtration (Y<),, a 0, which has a representation in the 
form of an It6 integral with respect to the innovation Wiener process V,, (see e.g. 
Theorem 8.5 of Lipster and Shiryayev, 1977) 
E(f(x,)T:,-,g(x,-,) I YCJ = E(f(x*)~~,*-rg(xI-,)I Yf.-‘, 
s 
r 1 
+ -z E(f(x*)~~,,,-,s(x,-r)Ch(x~,) - GO)I I G’bh. 
t;_, P 
Hence, the second estimate in Eq. (6.5) follows from the properties of It8 integrals. 
Finally, using the inequality 
Irk, r - T) - r@-1, r - 711 
= I WW%tr-&-,)I G) - E(f(x,l~,)~~,,-,g(x,-~) I Y:-‘)l 
G IE(f(x*)~vb,r-,g(xI-r)I Ki) - E(f(x,)~~,-,g(x,-,)IY~-‘)I 
+ IE(f(x*)~~,,-,g(x,-r)l Y?‘, - E(f(x,:_,)~~,,-,g(x,-,)I Y?,l 
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
(6.6) 
E ( y(r, r - z) - y(tJ_ 1, r - z)l d const. [,,/w + J-1. (6.7) 
Also note that under assumption (A.2) and from Exg < co, for any r’, r” we have 
E ) x,,, - x,.1’ < const. lr” - r’l. 
Consequently, for mFtXj(tj” - ty_ ,) < 1 
i 
E I a(r, r - 7) - a(r, tJ_ 1 - 2)j 
El/?(r,r-z)-fl(r,t;_l-z)(2 <const.,/z 
Ely(r,r-~)-y(r,tJ-,,r--z)l I 
so that the second group of the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied provided that 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. The existence of the conditional density P~,~_*(u, v) was 
mentioned in Section 3. Also, using the method of the proof of Theorem 8.7 in Lipster 
and Shiryayev (1977) one can show that it is twice continuously differentiable 
in u and v. Now, we are in a position to derive Eq. (1.8) for pt,+Jn, v). To 
this end, consider compactly supported functions f(u) and g(v), satisfying the 
assumption (A.4). Then, applying Fubini’s theorem for both Lebesgue’s and Ito’s 
integrals (see Theorem 5.15 in Lipster and Shiryayev, 1977) and integrating by parts, 
we find that 
f - JJJ f(u)g(v)~~,,-,p,,,-,(u, VI du dv ds z R w f + JJJ T w iw $foy(~)C&) - dh)l~s.s-r@> 0) du dv dv, 
This equality and Eq. (1.15) imply Eq. (1.8). 
Proof of Corollary. First, we verify the almost sure equality 
J Wu)pt,t-& 0) du = q r@ I vh-,(u). (6.8) R 
For any measurable and bounded function g(u), we have from the definition Eq. (1.1 l), 
%,t-r(k 9) = JJ 4uM~h.t~rk v)du v.R iw 
On the other hand, due to properties of the conditional expectation, we have almost 
surely 
nt,t-,(k 9) = m(xt-*)q-.(hl xt-r) I Gl 
which is almost surely equivalent to 
J J g(v) Wu)~t,r-r(u, v)du dv = J &)q-z(h I vh-,(v)dv. R R lQ 
Eq. (6.8) follows by the arbitrariness of g(v). 
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Now, since 
Eq. (2.1) is obtained by integrating Eq. (1.8) with respect to U. 
Appendix 
Theorem A.l. Under assumptions (A.l)-(A.3), there exists a constant L such that for 
any T>Oandfori= 1,2,3 
E sup x log dq(t, u) 2 d exp[L(l + T )]. 
t < T.uER &Ii 
Sketch of proof. The random process q(t, u) is defined by the Zakai-type stochastic 
partial differential equation (1.10). To estimate the derivatives 
$ log CA&, u), 




h(u)y, -2 t 11 , 
and where R(t, u) is the solution of the partial differential equation 
aR(t, u) 1 d202R(t, u) aa2R(t, v) -----=_ 
at 2 821~ + m(t, u) au + dt, u)R(t, u) 
(A.3 
63) 
with the initial condition R(0, u) = pO(u), and where 
c(t, u) = - m’(u) - m(u) iu log z(t, u) f c 
[ 
$ log z(t, u) + (~logz(t,u))l], 
64.4) 
m(u) 3 m(t, u) = - - o2 + z 1% z(t, 0) 
(the validity of this decomposition is verified by direct calculation). For brevity of 
notations, z, z’, z”, z”’ will be used for designating z(t, u) and its partial derivatives with 
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respect to v. Analogous notations, R, R’, R”, R”‘, will be used for R(t, v) and its partial 
derivatives with respect to v. Evidently, 






From Eq. (A.2) it follows that there exists a positive constant L such that 
< L(l + T + sup lv,l). 
f<T 
Next, we show that there exists a positive constant L such that 




To this end, for fixed t > 0, we define a diffusion process {&(v)}, S I G f, and set 
r 4,(v) = v + s m(t - s, Mv)) ds + Gr, 0 
where 6, is independent of all previous random objects and Wiener processes. The 
function m(s, v) is defined in Eq. (A.4). Under these assumptions, the process tl(v) is 
three times differentiable in v, in the mean square sense. It is convenient to assume that 
the process (5&)}0 G r G t is defined on the product of probability spaces 
(Q x a, Y @ F”, P x P), where all previous random objects are defined on (Q, 9, P) 
and only the Wiener process G, is defined on (fi, @“, P) (E” is used for designating the 
expectation with respect to p). Due to the Feynman-Kac formula (see e.g. Freidlin 
and Wentzell (1984)), R(t, v) = l%(v), where 
H(u) = pO(tt(u))exp c(t - r, i”Av)) dr 
> 
. 
The random function H(v) is three time differentiable in v in the mean square sense 
(the corresponding derivatives are denoted by H’(u), i = 1,2,3) and furthermore, 
2 R(t, v) = E”H’(v), i = 1, 2,3. 
Direct calculation by this formula, using assumption (A.3), shows that Eq. (A.6) holds. 
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From Eqs. (AS) and (A.6), we conclude that there exist a positive constant L such 
that 
d exp[L(l + T + sup Ivt)]. 
tQT 
Hence, the proof is finished by verifying the following inequality. For any T > 0 there 
exists a positive constant L, depending on T only, such that 
E exp [sup Iv,11 d exp[L(l + T)]. 
t4T 
(A.7) 
Inequality (A.7) follows from the chain of inequalities, 
exp [sup Iw,ll = sup exp[lw,l] d sup exp[wJ + sup exp [ - w,] 
f<T f<T ?ST f<T 
To verify the validity of (A.7), we use the fact that each one of the processes 
exp[w, - t/2] and exp[ - w, - t/2] is a square integrable martingale (with respect to 
the filtration generated by the Wiener process w,). Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
and the Doob inequalities (see e.g. Lipster and Shiryayev (1989, Ch. 1, 99)), we get 
<2+eXp{ $2w,-T} 
= 2 exp 5 , 
ii 
where the last equality holds by virtue of E exp [ ) 2wT - 2T] = 1. 
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